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गीता�यासेन ये जाताः साधके�व�प संशयाः । 
अ� तषेा ंसमाधानं ��यत े �ह  समासतः ॥ 

 
Gitaabhyaasena  ye jataah saadhakesvapi samsayaah । 
Atra teshaam samaadhaanam kriyatehi samaasatah ॥ 

 
Question‒ As far as the Kaurava army was concerned,          

several musical instruments such as conchs, kettle-drums and        
drums blared forth (Gita 1/13) while that of the Pandava army           
only the conchs blared forth (Gita 1/15-19),  Why ?  

 
Answer ‒ In a war the prominent warriors rather than the common            

ones make a strong impression on the hostile army. After Bhishma , the            
field Marshal of the Kaurava army had blown his conch, all the warriors of              
his army also blew their conchs but their sound had no effect on the              
Pandava army. But when the chief warriors of the Pandava army blew            
their conchs, that terrible sound rent the hearts of Dhratarastra’s  sons.  

 
  
Question‒ Why did Lord Krishna blow his conch (Gita 1/14),           

when He knew that Bhishma had blown his conch in order to cheer             
up Duryodhana (Gita 1/12) rather than to declare war? 

  
Answer ‒ With the sound of the conch which was blown by            

Bhishma, all the musical instruments of the Kaurava army suddenly blared           
forth. Therefore at that time if the musical instruments of the Pandava            
army had not blared forth, it would have been odd and unpleasant on the              
part of the Pandavas ; as it would have shown their cowardliness and            
defeat. Therefore, Lord Krishna, the supporter of the Pandavas who were           
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devoted to Him, first of all blew his conch without thinking of            
Dhrstadyumna  who was the field Marshal of the Pandava  army.  

 
 
Question‒ In the first chapter Arjuna talked a lot about           

Dharma (Righteousness). Why was he deluded when he knew so          
much about righteousness?  

 
Answer ‒ It is attachment to the family which having veiled ‘vivek ’            

discrimination deludes a man, and he forgets his true self and man            
becomes absorbed and engrossed in ‘me’ and ‘mine.’ It was because of            
attachment (sense of mine) to the family that Arjuna  was deluded. 

 
 
Question‒ When Arjuna knew greed as the cause of sin (Gita            

1/38, 45) why did he put the question, ‘Impelled by what does a             
man commits sin, unwillingly?’  (Gita 3/36)  

 
Answer ‒ It was out of attachment to the family (First chapter) that             

Arjuna thought that it was righteous not to fight. He was thinking in             
terms of the body rather than the soul. According to him it was greed              
which was impelling them to kill their kinsmen. But listening to the gospel             
of the Gita , the desire ‘how to attain the Supreme’ was aroused in him              
(Gita 3/2). So he puts this question. In the first chapter it is out of               
attachment and delusion that he puts this question while in the third            
chapter he puts this question as an inquisitive striver (a spiritual           
aspirant). 

 
  
Question‒ No one can destroy the soul which is          

indestructible (2/17) and it neither slays nor is slain (2/19). Then           
why does a man incur sin when he slays beings? 

  
Answer – A man incurs sin because he kills the body which every             

living being wants to maintain. Though saints and great souls do not have             
a desire to maintain the body yet one who kills them incurs deadly sin              
because they live for the welfare of the entire creation. They provide            
eternal peace to all beings and so are a necessity for the entire creation;              
thus how sinful it is to kill them! 
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Question‒ How does the soul enter into other bodies (2/22)           
when it is eternal, omnipresent and immovable 92/24)? 

  
Answer – When the soul assumes its identity with the body, it            

accepts the body’s death (exit) and birth (entrance) as its death and birth.             
From that very same view-point, it has been said that it enters into other              
bodies, otherwise it undergoes neither entrance (birth) nor exit (death). 

  
Question‒ Lord Krishna declares, “There is nothing more         

welcome to a member of the warrior class than a righteous war”.            
Does it mean that there is no other method except fighting for a             
member of the warrior class to attain the Supreme? 

  
Answer – No, it is not so. That was the occasion to wage war but               

Arjuna held that it was better to live on alms than to slay the noble elders.                
Therefore, Lord Krishna declared that there was nothing more welcome to           
members of the warrior class than a righteous war, as it would conduce             
them to the attainment of the Supreme. He further declared, “If you, as a              
brave member of the warrior class do not fight then people will hold you              
up to infamy. The honourable people who think highly of you will slight             
you and the enemies will utter many unbecoming words.” (Gita 2/34-36).           
It means that the Lord uttered these words because it was an occasion to              
fight. But it does not mean that the members of the warrior class cannot              
attain the Supreme by any other means, because there have been several            
kings who led a secluded life for spiritual practice in the fourth stage of life               
and attained the Supreme. 

  
Question‒ The Lord declared, “Man does not gain         

action-less-ness (perfection) by abstaining from action, nor does        
he rise to perfection by mere renunciation’ (3/4). The Lord          
repeated the same idea twice – first by saying ‘abstaining from           
action’ and secondly by saying ‘renunciation’ (renunciation of        
action) why? 

  
Answer – Actually there is no repetition of the same idea. The Lord             

has explained it from the view-point of the two - disciplines of action and              
discipline of knowledge. In the discipline of action a striver’s even           
mindedness is known only when he performs an action. If he does not             
perform an action, how can it be known whether he remains even-minded            
in success and failure? Therefore, the Lord declares that a man does not             
attain perfection by abstaining from action. In the discipline of knowledge           
a striver attains perfection by discrimination rather than by mere          
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renunciation of action. So the Lord declares that a striver does not rise to              
perfection by mere renunciation. It means that in both the disciplines of            
action and knowledge, actions are not obstacles to attainment of          
perfection but it is the sense of doer-ship, which must be renounced in             
both of them as it is an obstacle to the attainment of perfection. 

  
Question‒ No one can perform action all the time and a            

person while sleeping, breathing, opening and closing of eyes etc.          
holds that he does nothing. Then why it has been said that none             
can ever remain inactive even for a moment? 

  
Answer – So long as a person accepts his affinity for Nature, he             

remains active whether he performs an action or does not perform it. The             
action is of two kinds – performance of an action or occurrence of an              
action. The two fold division is there because of affinity for Nature. But             
when there is no affinity for Nature, there is neither performance nor            
occurrence but only ‘is’ (Reality) exists. In performance of an action           
importance is attached to the doer, who performs the action; whereas in            
occurrence there is importance of the action while in ‘is’ only the Reality             
exists. This ‘is’ (Reality) exists while there is the sense of doer-ship and             
also when there is an action viz this ‘is’ exists in the doer as well as in the                  
action but both of them cease to be in ‘is’. 

 
Question‒ It is a fact that Yajna (sacrifice) is performed           

according to the ordinance of the scriptures, it results in rain. But            
in the fourteenth verse of the third chapter the term ‘sacrifice’           
does not simply imply offering of oblation to the sacred fire but it             
means ‘duty’. Why? 

  
Answer – It is a fact that there is drought only when people do not               

perform their duty. The cycle of creation revolves smoothly while duty is            
performed scrupulously otherwise not. Just as a bullock cart moves          
smoothly when both the wheels function properly, but it moves with jerks            
if any part of a wheel is broken, so does a man give jerk to the entire                 
creation, if he does not perform his duty. It is because of the             
non-performance of duty that famines, strife and disquietude etc. occur          
these days. If people perform their duty, gods will also perform their duty             
and rain will ensue. 

  
Secondly Arjuna’s question (Gita 3/1-2), the Lord’s answer (Gita         

3/7-9), the context (Gita 3/10-13) as well as, other verses (Gita 3/14-16)            
deal with the topic of the performance of duty. So there the term             
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‘sacrifice’ denotes duty, which is justified. 
  
Question‒ God is omnipresent, then why has it been said in            

(Gita 3/15) that He is always present only in sacrifice? Is He not             
always present at other places? 

  
Answer – By saying so the Lord means to explain that God can be              

attained by sacrifice i.e. by performing one’s duty. As water in spite of             
pervading everywhere is available by digging the well, similarly, God, in           
spite of pervading everywhere, is attained by performing one’s duty          
without expecting any fruit. 

  
Question‒ The Lord declares, “I perform duty because if I do            

not perform duty scrupulously, the people will deviate from their          
duty (Gita 3/22-24).” Then why are people deviating from their          
duty? 

  
Answer – The believers who have faith in God, follow His words            

and deeds while the non-believers do not. 
  
Question‒ A wise man acts in conformity with his innate           

nature (Gita 3/33) but he is not bound to the mundane while            
common people who act in conformity with their own nature are           
bound. Why? 

  
Answer – The nature of a wise man is pure, free from attachment             

and aversion. He acts while keeping his nature under control and           
therefore he is not bound. But other people act out of attachment and             
aversion. So by coming under their sway, they are bound. Therefore, a            
person should purify his nature and should not act under the sway of his              
impure nature. 

  
Question‒ In the seventh verse of the fourth chapter the           

Lord declares, “I embody myself” but in the fourth verse of the            
ninth chapter He declares, “The whole of the Universe is pervaded           
by Me in my unmanifested form”. So the question arises, how He,            
who pervades the entire Universe can embody Himself and how          
He, who embodies Himself can pervade the entire Universe? 

  
Answer – When even an element, fire in spite of permeating           

everywhere, is revealed at a place and then also permeates everywhere,           
why can then omnipotent, transcendental God pervading the entire         
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Universe, not embody Himself? When He incarnates, He equally pervades          
everywhere. 

  
Question‒ The Lord declares, “In this world, men seeking the           

fruit of their activities worship the gods, for success born of action            
follows quickly”. But it is not observed. Why? 

  
Answer – Actions which are performed to achieve success bear two           

kinds of fruit – immediate and remote. Their immediate fruit is quickly            
observed while the remote one is not seen quickly. Hunger is satisfied by             
eating food, thirst is quenched by drinking water and cold is removed by             
wearing clothes – This is the immediate fruit of actions. Similarly, a man is              
pleased by praise and service, evil stars are appeased through scrupulous           
worship; diseases are cured by the constant repetition of the          
‘Mahamrityunjaya’ (an epithet of Lord Shiva) hymn; the embodied soul          
gets rid of the life of an evil spirit by ‘Shraddha’ (offering of water and               
food etc. to the Brahmanas in honour of manes) at Gaya which is             
performed according to the ordinance of the scriptures and it attains           
salvation – all this is the immediate fruit of action. So men worship the              
gods in order to reap this immediate fruit. Therefore, it has been said that              
success born of actions follows quickly. 

  
Question‒ The wise are same sighted on a Brahmana (a           

member of the priest class) endowed with learning and humility; a           
cow, an elephant, a dog and a pariah (5/18). Then why this            
botheration about the distinction between different social orders        
and different stages in life? 

  
Answer – The behaviour of a wise man is different towards a            

Brahmana, a cow, an elephant, a dog and a pariah (an outcast). He             
cannot have the same dealings with all of them in daily affairs because             
bodies are kaleidoscopic. So they have different dealings with them and           
they should have the same. But he perceives God equally in all of them.              
Anyone who has the same dealings with all is Death or the god of death               
(Yama) that kills everyone equally. 

  
Question‒ Why does God send beings to good and evil           

wombs when He is the disinterested friend of all beings? 
  
Answer – Being the disinterested friend of all beings, God sends           

them to good and evil wombs in order to purify them of their virtues and               
sins i.e. to enable them to transcend the bondage of virtues and sins (Gita              
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9/20-21, Gita 16/19-20). 
  
Question‒ In the Gita somewhere it has been mentioned that           

the modes are evolved from God (Gita 7/12) while some where           
they are said to be evolved from Prakriti (Nature) (Gita 13/19,           
Gita 14/5) or from men’s own nature (Gita 18/41). So are the            
modes born of God, or Prakriti (Nature)? 

  
Answer – In the context of devotion they are said to be born of              

God, in the context of knowledge they are said to be born of Prakriti              
(Nature); while in the context of the division of actions, they are said to              
be born of one’s nature. 

  
God is master of the entire creation; the modes are born of Him.             

Prakriti (Nature) is the root of the entire creation, so the modes are born              
of Prakriti ( Nature). But in practical life, they are born of the nature of              
beings. Hence, all the three statements are correct. 

  
Question‒ In the Gita, the Lord declares, “The Yogi who           

strives with assiduity ( constant or close attention to what one is doing),            
purged of sins and perfected through many births, reaches the          
Supreme Goal” (Gita 6/45). Then how can all men without being           
perfected through many births attain the Supreme Goal in this          
very birth? 

  
Answer – This verse pertains to the topic of an imperfect Yogi, who             

failed to attain perfection in Yoga because his mind deviated from Yoga (at             
the time of death). Such an imperfect Yogi was purified through spiritual            
practice by being indifferent to the World. Then he went to the higher             
worlds i.e. heaven etc. where fed up with the heavenly pleasures he was             
purified. Then he took birth in the house of the pious and prosperous             
where he was again purified because there he made efforts to realise God.             
Thus these three births denote many births in which he was purged of             
sins. But the fact is that every person has been purged of his meritorious              
(virtuous) deeds by enjoying their fruit. If he went to hell, he was purged              
of his sins by suffering tortures there. If he went to eighty four lac forms               
of lives, he was purged of his sins by suffering pain there. Thus all human               
beings are purged of their sins as well as virtues. This purgation stands for              
‘perfected through many births’; thus every person deserves to attain the           
Supreme Goal. If he did not deserve the Supreme Goal, God would not             
bestow this human body upon him. 
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Question‒ When a man realises at the end of many births            
that all is God (Gita 7/19), how can he realise God in this birth? 

  
Answer – Here the phrase ‘Bahunam Janmanam Ante’ does not          

mean ‘at the end of many births’ but it means ‘this birth, which is the end                
of many births’ because this human birth is the last of many births. The              
Lord by His Grace has given this last birth to human beings in order to               
enable them to attain the Supreme goal and he has authorised them to do              
so. But it is up to them whether they make preparations for new births or               
attain the Supreme goal. They are totally free in following either of the             
two ways. 

  
The Lord declares in the Gita, “Whatever being a man thinks of at             

the last moment when he leaves his physical body, that alone does he             
attain” (Gita 8/6); and “Whatever form any devotee with faith wishes to            
worship, I make that faith of his steady” (Gita 7/21). These utterances of             
the Lord prove freedom of man. A man by performing sinful deeds may go              
to the world of beasts, birds, demons and devils as well as, to hells or by                
being free from both virtues and sins may attain God. 

  
As this human life is the last of all births, so is the first also because                

it is the actions of this life, which lead him to heaven or hell or eighty four                 
lac forms of life. This human life is the seed bed of all births. 

 
Question‒ God knows the beings of the past, the present and            

the future (Gita 7/26). It means that He also knows what fate            
(end) they will meet with. When they will meet with the same            
fate, how are they free to attain the Supreme Goal? 

  
Answer – When the lord declares that he knows the beings of the             

past, the present and the future, it does not mean that He decides their              
fate (end). It only means that He Himself knows all of them as they are               
His fragments. If He decided the fate of beings, He would not say, “They              
instead of attaining Me return to the path of the mortal world” (Gita 9/3)              
or “they without jurisprudence and the scriptures are God’s order. In them            
there is a mention of prescription and prohibition viz – they should            
perform good actions so that they may meet with good destiny but they             
should not perform forbidden actions otherwise they will have to meet           
with evil destiny. If God had decided the destiny of men in advance, the              
law of prescription and prohibition could not have been applied. It shows            
that men are free to attain the Supreme. 
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Question‒ In Gita 9/6, the Lord declares, “All beings abide in            
Me”, while in Gita 13/13, He declares, “Whole variety of beings           
rests in Nature”. So do they abide in God or in Nature? 

  
Answer – Being fragments of God, all beings essentially abide in           

Him and they can never be separated from Him. But their physical bodies             
are born of Prakriti (Nature), so being fragments of Nature, their physical            
bodies rest in Nature. 

  
Question‒ The Lord declares, “I am the same to all beings.            

But those who worship Me with devotion, they are in Me and I am              
also in them (9/29)”. Why is God partial? If He is partial, then why              
does he declare that He is the same to all beings? 

  
Answer – In fact, this partiality is His same sightedness. If he has             

the same dealings with those who worship Him and also with those who             
do not worship Him, it means that He does not attach any importance to              
mere worship. Moreover as men approach Him, even so does He seek            
them? So, proper behaviour of God towards persons according to their           
own behaviour is His same sightedness. In fact God is not partial. But the              
devout devotees, who having broken off their affinity for the world are            
engaged in the worship of God with exclusive devotion. Such exclusive           
devotion conduces Him to be partial. He is not partial per say. 

  
Question‒ It is said that a man is not deluded after having             

vision of God. But why was Arjuna’s delusion not destroyed even           
when he had a vision of His Cosmic form, the four armed form as              
well as the two armed form? 

  
Answer – It is the God’s responsibility, after revealing His form to            

devotee, to remove his delusion and to make him realise the Self.            
Afterwards, Arjuna’s delusion was destroyed (Gita 18/73). It proves that          
after having a vision of God, delusion is certainly destroyed. According to            
Arjuna, his delusion was destroyed neither because of the gospel of the            
Gita nor because of the Lord’s vision; but only due to His Grace (Gita              
18/73). 

  
Question‒ In Gita 13/12, ‘God’ has been called ‘Jneya’ i.e.           

‘worth knowing’; while in the eighteenth verse of the eighteenth          
chapter ‘the world’ has been mentioned as ‘Jneya’. Why? 

  
Answer – The contexts are different. In Gita 13/12, it is mentioned            
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that God should be known because by knowing Him one attains           
immortality (Supreme Bliss), while in Gita 18/18, it is explained that the            
knowable (the object of knowledge) is the world, which is perceived by the             
senses, which in turn motivate action. 

  
Question‒ God dwells in the hearts of all beings (Gita 13/17)            

and (Gita 18/61); but where does God dwell when surgeon          
transplant the heart? 

  
Answer – God pervades everywhere, but heart is the place of           

attainment, because heart is an important part of the body and all noble             
emotions arise in it. As milk permeates the entire body of the cow, but it               
is received through the teats, or as water permeates the entire earth but             
it is received in the well, so is God attained in the heart though He               
pervades everywhere equally. 

  
The heart which is transplanted is solid (physical body part) heart           

rather than the power of heart in which God dwells. That power remains             
the same at its own place. As eyes rather than power of vision can be               
seen because that power resides in the subtle body, so it is the solid              
heart, rather than its power seen. 

  
Question‒ A man (soul) becomes an enjoyer (experiencer),         

when he identifies himself with the physical body; but in the           
twenty first verse of the thirteenth chapter the Lord declares that           
Purusha (soul or spirit) seated in Prakriti (Nature) is the enjoyer           
(experiencer). Why? 

  
Answer – As a young man having married a young lady is related             

with all her relatives, so does a man (spirit) by identifying himself with the              
body, establishes his affinity for Prakriti (Nature) viz all bodies. 

  
Question‒ A man (self) becomes a doer and an enjoyer,           

when he identifies himself with the body but in the thirty first            
verse of the thirteenth chapter, the Lord declares that the Self in            
spite of dwelling in the body is neither a doer nor an enjoyer. How              
it is so? 

  
Answer – Here the Lord is explaining to the Self of beings. The Self              

of even an ignorant man can become neither a doer nor an enjoyer. But it               
is out of ignorance that a man considers himself a doer or an enjoyer              
(Gita 3/27, Gita 5/15) and he is bound by the sense of doer-ship and              
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enjoyer-ship. If he is free from the sense of doer-ship and enjoyer-ship,            
he neither kills, even having killed all beings, nor is bound (18/17). 

  
Question‒ When a person dies during the predominance of          

the mode of passion, he is born in the human world (Gita 14/15,             
18). It means that all human beings possess the mode of passion            
rather than the modes of goodness and ignorance. But in the Gita,            
there is description of the three modes (Gita 7/13, 14/6-18,          
18/20-40) etc. Why? 

  
Answer – The people, who go either to higher regions or middle            

regions or lower regions, possess all the three modes. But one of them             
predominates the other two. There is predominance of the modes of           
goodness, passion and ignorance respectively in those, who go to the           
higher regions, middle regions and lower regions. So the nature of beings            
in the three regions is good, passionate or ignorant. (Refer Sadhak           
Sanjeevani 14th chapter 18th verse) 

  
Question‒ In the seventeenth verse of the fourteenth         

chapter, it has been said that ignorance arises from the mode of            
ignorance, while in the eighth verse of the same chapter the mode            
of ignorance has been said to arise from ignorance. Why? 

  
Answer – As seeds are born of a tree and those seeds give birth to               

several other trees, so does ignorance arise from the mode of ignorance            
and that ignorance enhances and nourishes the mode of ignorance. 

  
Question‒ A Peepala tree (अ�व�थ व�ृ ) is regarded as an object            

of worship. Then why has the Lord in the third verse of the             
fifteenth chapter asked Arjuna to cut down this Peepala tree in the            
form of the creation? 

  
Answer – The Peepala tree (अ�व�थ व�ृ) is regarded as superior to            

all other trees. The Lord declares that He is the Peepala tree among all              
other trees (10/26). As a medicine, it can cure several diseases. A            
childless woman can give birth to a child after drinking the mixture            
prepared by rubbing the root of the Peepala tree with water on stone. It              
gives protection to small trees and plants under it. As it does not obstruct              
the growth of others, so do the others do not obstruct its growth. So it               
grows on the walls, roofs of houses and also on the wells etc. It is used as                 
a fuel in a sacrifice. Therefore, the Lord has used the symbol of the              
Peepala tree in order to describe the world which does not obstruct others.             
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The world is the manifestation of God. So the Lord has not exhorted             
Arjuna to cut down the Peepala tree in the form of the creation, but to cut                
down desire, attachment and the sense of mine etc. with the axe of             
dispassion because they are the stumbling blocks to a man’s real progress            
and they mislead him to the cycle of birth and death. 

  
Question‒ In Gita 15/4 (the fourth verse of the fifteenth           

chapter) the Lord declares, “I seek refuge in that primeval          
Supreme person”. तमेव च आ�यम ् प�ुषम ् �प�ये। Does the lord seek           
refuge in anyone? 

  
Answer – The Lord does not seek refuge in anyone because He is             

the Supreme being. In order to set an example to the worldly people, by              
expressing his views as a striver should do, He exhorts strivers to decide,             
“I seek refuge in that primeval Supreme person. 

  
Question – The Soul is a fragment of God (15/7). Is this Soul             

born of God and is it a Piece of Him? 
  
Answer – The fact is that the Soul is beginning-less and eternal and             

God is perfect. So how can the Soul be a fragment of God? In fact the                
Soul is an embodiment of God. But when it accepts the affinity of the              
sense of ‘I’ and ‘mine’ for the body, senses, mind and intellect, which are              
the fragments of Prakriti (Nature), it becomes a fragment of God. If it             
renounces its affinity with Nature, then it becomes perfect. 

  
Question – In the Sattvic food first there is mention of the            

result of its eating followed by the food stuff while in the Rajasik             
food the foodstuff is mentioned first followed by the result. But           
there is no description of the result of eating the Tamasic food            
(17/8-10). Why? 

  
Answer – A man of the mode of goodness first thinks of the result              

of eating a particular food and then he eats it. A man of the mode of                
passion wants to enjoy the food without first thinking of its result /             
consequence. If he thinks of its result in the beginning, he will not be              
inclined to eat such a food. So in the Sattvic food first there is the               
description of the result and then the foodstuff; while in the Rajasic food             
the order has been reversed. Tamasic people are over-powered by the           
delusion and so they do not think of the result of the food eaten. They do                
not think whether the food has been earned by just means or not,             
whether they have a proper claim on it or not, whether it is prescribed or               
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forbidden and whether it will bear wholesome fruit to health or not. So             
there is no mention of the result of the Tamasic food. 

  
Question – The Lord by His deluding potency (Maya) causes          

all beings to revolve as though mounted on a machine (18/61).           
Then does He conduce them to commit sins or perform virtuous           
deeds? 

  
Answer – As a person seated in a railway compartment has to            

move in the direction of the train, so does the Lord cause those beings,              
who are seated in the vehicle of the body according to their actions. It              
means that those persons, who are attached to the body by having the             
sense of ‘I’ and ‘mine’ (for it) have to revolve according to their nature              
and action by the deluding potency of the Lord. The Lord does not             
conduce them to commit sins or perform virtuous deeds. 

  
Question – First the Lord said to Arjuna, “Take refuge in God,            

who abides in the hearts of all creatures” (Gita 18/62) and then            
He said, “Take refuge in Me alone” (Gita 18/66). When He wanted            
him to take refuge in Him, why did He exhort him to take refuge in               
God, who abides in the hearts of all creatures? 

  
Answer – The Lord has already declared, “My devotee, taking          

refuge in Me, by My grace attains the eternal state” (Gita 18/56). Then He              
declared, “By being solely devoted to Me and by fixing your mind on Me,              
by My grace, you will overcome all obstacles” (Gita 18/57-58). At this            
stage, Arjuna did not give any response, he just kept mum. Therefore, the             
Lord had to say that if he did not want to take refuge in Him, he should                 
take refuge in God, who abides in the hearts of all beings. Then the Lord               
said to Arjuna, “I have imparted to you this wisdom, which is more secret              
than secrecy itself. Now do as you like” (Gita 18/63). Having heard these             
words (‘do as you like’), Arjuna got dejected because he thought that the             
Lord was going to abandon him. So the Lord out of compassion told him              
His Supreme secret, the profoundest of all, “Take refuge in Me alone”. 

  
Question – The Lord has addressed Arjuna as ‘anagha’         

(sinless) (Gita 3/3, 14/6 and (Gita 15/20) which shows that the           
Lord holds Arjuna as sinless one. Then why does the Lord say, “I             
shall liberate you from all sins”? 

  
Answer – All the sins of a person, who has an inclination for God              

are destroyed. In Gita 2/7 Arjuna had an inclination for God, when he             
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declared that he had taken refuge in Him. Hence he was sinless and Lord              
Krishna also considered him to be sinless one. But Arjuna held that he             
would incur sin by killing his kinsmen on the war front (1/36, 39,45). So              
the Lord says to him that he will liberate him from all sins. 

  
Question – Why did Arjuna again say, “My delusion is          

destroyed” (Gita 18/73) when he had already said, “My delusion is           
dispelled” (Gita 11/1)? 

  
Answer – When a striver by spiritual practice feels some spiritual           

singularity in him, he thinks that he has known the reality and attained             
perfection but in fact, he does not attain perfection. Similarly Arjuna was            
very happy after hearing the extraordinary influences and divine glories          
etc. of the Lord from the second chapter to the tenth chapter. He thought              
that his delusion was dispelled. So he declared it accordingly. But the Lord             
knew that his delusion was not really dispelled nor destroyed. When           
Arjuna was terrified after seeing the cosmic form of the Lord, the Lord             
asked him not to be bewildered (Gita 11/49). It proves that Arjuna’s            
delusion was not destroyed. But further when Arjuna again said after           
hearing the Lord’s supreme word, the profoundest of all, “My delusion is            
destroyed. I have regained my memory by Your Grace” (Gita 18/73), Lord            
Krishna did not utter any word, He kept mum and stopped preaching the             
gospel. It proves that the Lord realised that in fact Arjuna’s delusion had             
been completely destroyed. 

  
Question – At the end of the Gita, why did Sanjay recall only             

His cosmic form (Gita 18/77)? Why did he not recall His four            
armed form? 

  
Answer – As far as the Lord’s four armed form is considered, it was              

well known but the cosmic form is not so well known. Moreover the four              
armed form is not so rare as is the cosmic form because the Lord has               
declared that exclusive devotion is the means to see Him in that form             
(11/54), while He has not mentioned any means to see His cosmic form.             
So Arjuna recalled only His very dreadful cosmic form. 

  
 
 

Narayan !  Narayan !!  Narayan !!!  
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From  book ‘Gita Darpan '  in Hindi by Swami Ramsukhdasji   
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